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Abstract 

USING MIND MAPS TO IMPROVE ENGLISH READING COMPREHENSION AMONG 

NON-ENGLISH MAJORS: FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF A CHINESE UNIVERSITY 

 

Yang Hu 

Under the Supervision of James Romesburg, Ph.D. 

At present, teacher-centered methods are largely adopted in the teaching of college 

English reading in China, which results in the students’ inefficient comprehension of the reading 

comprehension materials. However, in recent years, mind mapping has been widely used in 

English teaching, and it has proven to be effective in improving students' English reading 

comprehension. This study examines the applications of mind mapping in college English 

reading teaching in terms of when and how can mind mapping methods be adopted. It discusses 

how to use mind mapping more effectively in the three phases of reading class: prior to reading, 

reading and after reading, so as to improve the students' reading skills. 
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Chapter I Introduction 

 

 

As one of the four basic skills of language learning, reading plays a significant role in 

language teaching, however, college English teachers in China often get frustrated by their 

undergraduate students’ unsatisfactory performance in reading comprehension which results in 

their poor grades in English exams. According to Ning’s (2015) study, the teacher-centered 

teaching approach turned out to be inefficient. Changes should be made in the teaching of 

English reading class. Guo and Qiu (2017) pointed out in their study that a good English reading 

class is often the product of the interaction among students, teachers and the text. However, to 

ensure an effective reading class, teacher should be exploring suitable way of interpreting the 

text. 

In recent years, mind mapping has been widely used in English teaching, especially in 

improving students' English reading ability. Therefore, this research paper explores when and 

how to use mind maps in reading class by doing literature review on how to use mind map more 

effectively to English reading teaching. 

Statement of the Problem 

 

 Recently in Chinese universities, changes in teaching English reading methods are 

encouraged in teaching non-English majors reading class. Teachers have tried different 

approaches and methods, among which mind mapping is widely used. Is map mapping a really 

effective aid in teaching English reading? To deal with this issue, this paper explores the 

following questions: 
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1. What is the status quo of English reading teaching method in Chinese universities? 

2. When can mind mapping methods be used in English reading class? 

 3.How can university teachers use mind mapping to improve non-English majors’ 

reading comprehension?     

Definition of Terms 

Mind map: Mind Map was created by British scholar Tony Buzan in the early 1970s. 

Buzan (2012) stated that Mind Map is essentially a tool of graphic thinking, expressing divergent 

thinking through images such as graphics and vocabulary. Tian and Hu (2018) state that mind 

mapping is a cognitive tool which can effectively guide the thinking process and expand the 

thinking content, and can also effectively record the thinking process, so as to achieve visual 

results.  

College English: College English is a required course taken by all non-English majors in 

China. A series of text books are used for this course. The text books consist of different kinds 

English texts combined with reading comprehension exercises. 

Purpose of the Study 

It is of great importance to choose effective teaching methods in English class. Effective 

teaching methods not only enrich teaching design, but also help students read more efficiently 

and reduce students' resistance to learning English. 

The purpose of this study is to explore when and how to use mind mapping methods in 

English reading teaching in Chinese universities by researching relevant literature. In addition, 
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this study also hopes to shed light on the teaching of reading of the researcher’s school by using 

mind maps. 

Significance of the Study 

For students, the use of mind mapping methods can provide them a fresh way to read 

which also help students straighten out the context of the text and better grasp the organizational 

framework of the article.      

For teachers, the application of mind mapping can provide a novel and feasible teaching 

strategy, which is helpful to change and improve the disadvantages of teaching words, grammar 

and translating the text sentence by sentence. 

Methodology  

 Library research has been the primary way of conducting this study. The databases 

available through EBSCOHOST were used. The search terms were limited to “mind mapping” 

and “English reading comprehension”. First of all, literature related to mind mapping has been 

investigated to find out the characteristics of mind map and discuss its effectiveness in improving 

reading speed and reading comprehension efficiency in college English reading teaching. Then I 

examined the literature on when and how can mind mapping methods be used to English 

teaching especially in Chinese university for the non-English majors. 
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Chapter II Review of Literature 

This chapter provides a brief review of the literature on the application of mind mapping 

in teaching reading comprehension for the non-English majors in China. It first reviews the basic 

concept of mind mapping. Then it moves on to examine the status quo of English reading 

teaching method in Chinese universities. With the further review, it focuses on when and how 

can mind maps be used to improve students’ reading comprehension.  

The Mind Mapping 

The idea of mind mapping comes from a British scholar Tony Buzan. Buzan (2012) 

believes that mind mapping is the expression of divergent thinking and therefore the natural 

function of human thinking. There is no exact definition of mind maps has been provided. 

According to Buzan, mind maps are a “note-taking method”, but many users lamented that 

“mind maps are not convenient to take notes at all.” (Buzan,2012). This is partly due to the lack 

of proficiency, but the main reason is the lack of understanding of the nature of mind mapping. 

In fact, the interpretation of mind map as note-taking method is one of the major issues that need 

to examine further in translation when it is introduced in classroom. The notes in the original 

book actually are summarized to two words: note taking and note making. The former can be 

translated as “taking notes”, which refers to sorting out other people’s thoughts in reading, 

listening to lectures and communicating with others. The latter can be translated as “taking 

notes”, which refers to the motivation of learning, such as writing a paper, making a speech, etc. 

From this point of view, the core purpose of the mind mapping is to stimulate and organize 

thinking by means of “non-linear notes that diverge from center”. It can be seen that mind map is 

a novel note-taking tool, which is invented as an assistance of linear note-taking. According to 
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Zuo (2017), teachers can use it to enhance learning and lay the foundation for learning, which is 

very useful for visual learners, because they are tools for managing thoughts to guide learning 

and building relationships. 

The Status quo of English Reading Teaching Method in Chinese Universities 

Zhong Xiaotian, a college English teacher from a non-governmental university in China, 

summarized that the teaching of the reading course is mostly teacher-centered mode which made 

the students become accustomed to teachers’ explanation of all problems in textbooks, including 

new words, phrases, phrases and grammar. This kind of teaching method led to a passive 

learning habit of the students over time (Zhong,2009). 

Zhang (2009) illustrated that traditional English teaching methods waste most of their 

time on the explanation of text words and difficult sentences, grammatical analysis, and the 

translation of the texts. In reading, as Zhang (2009) stated, “Students only pay attention to the 

individual details of the article, ignoring the overall structure of the text.” (p.102). That is to say, 

students lack the understanding of the logical relationship between paragraphs in the article, thus 

cannot accurately summarize, analyze and infer the reading content. 

 Ning (2015) points out that the influence of the traditional teaching of college English in 

China is widespread with the interpretation of vocabulary, a sentence by sentence analysis by the 

teacher, then after an assignment explanation, the learning of a unit comes to an end. So, the EFL 

learners will also ignore the comprehension of discourse and the overall grasp of the article, and 

their knowledge of the reading material is not focused, which makes it difficult to store the 

information in the brain. In the long run, EFL learners will find it difficult to read English and 
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gradually lose interest in reading, which is not conducive to the cultivation and improvement of 

their reading ability. 

The Application of Mind Mapping 

Tony Buzan (2012) found that of the 100 people who heard and saw the word “apple”, 

only 3% had the word spelled in their head, with the rest imagining a picture or photograph. 

Thus, it can be seen that the graphical knowledge provided by mind maps can be used as a tool to 

assist memory and recall information, then their understanding of the text can be improved. The 

use of mind mapping in teaching, the presentation of key concepts or cognitive schemata through 

network graphics, and the establishment of a panoramic framework for text reading and 

comprehension can guide students to break out of the constraints of language points, gradually 

improve the level of English discourse reading.  

The word “text” is derived from Latin word “texere”, which refers to any utterance fixed 

by writing (Halliday,1985). From the perspective of linguistics, text is a semantically complete 

paragraph, which is consistent with the concept of “text” proposed by the functionalist linguist. 

Halliday (1985) explained that interpretation of text refers to a dynamic construction process by 

the analysis of the structure, reader need reading skills and strategies to decode language 

symbols, they will construct schemata, on the subject, such as structure, style, language and 

context. These schemas link information symbols, language symbols and readers' existing 

knowledge and experience around a certain theme to construct the internal knowledge structure. 

As a tool of schemata, mind mapping is able to make the complicated text explicit with visual 

characteristics, which will help guide the new content, make the learners see the relationship 

between the concepts and ideas. Therefore, this visualized graphic representation can effectively 
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promote readers' understanding of the text structure by organizing and expressing the abstract 

meaning construction process in the way of concrete images. Text structure refers to the internal 

relationship within a text, which reflects the author's organization and arrangement of paragraphs 

and sentences, and is the reflection of the author's thinking. To interpret the structure of a text is 

to make clear the relationship that constitutes the text. It is an important content of multiple 

interpretations of the text and also a higher level requirement in English reading. It reflects that 

teachers and students fully grasp the basic clues and context of the text. The use of mind 

mapping can better stimulate students' thinking, so as to effectively promote their thinking 

ability; Also, it helps improve the depth and validity of text reading, thus promote the 

effectiveness of English reading class. 

To ensure an effective reading and comprehension of reading materials, interaction 

between teacher and students should be employed in the reading class, because it turned out that 

teacher-centered methods could not help. Students are expected to get involved in the teaching. 

They should be an important part of the leaning process. There must be an interaction in the 

teaching of reading materials. The main characteristics of interactive teaching of English reading, 

according to Mejias (2012), are that classroom teaching is not a one-way closed system, but a 

complex and radiating open system. There are interactions between teachers and students, 

students and students, teachers and courses, students and courses, teachers and environment, 

students and environment. Through the communication between teachers and students, teaching 

interaction and mutual promotion, self-organization and self-construction are formed. The 

interactive teaching of English reading should be a dynamic classroom.  

Mind mapping methods can be considered as a significant way to initiate the interaction 
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in the class. When it comes to the application of mind mapping in teaching, a number of 

academics and educators have conducted studies related to its effectiveness. Davis (2010) points 

out that “software mapping tools are used for a number of education-related purposes. Typically, 

the tools are used to help impart critical and analytical skills to students, to enable students to see 

relationships between concepts, and also as a method of assessment.” (Davies,2010, p279). A 

college English teacher from Taiwan mentioned in his study that in the study of vocabulary and 

reading, the introduction of mind map have significant influence in improving the students’ 

performance in their reading comprehension. Language instructors often use concept mapping in 

reading activities to enhance reading comprehension, since the structure of a text is easier to 

understand through the demonstration of maps (Wang,2018). 

In another study of the mind mapping application into the medical college students, 

Kalyanasundaram (2017) reveals that the mind mapping techniques might not be superior to the 

routine learning strategy in short term information retrieval. However, with only brief overview 

about the technique of creating mind maps, the students were found unable to express their ideas 

clearly. Similar aspects of these studies focus on the application of mind map in the language 

classroom, “the application of the Concept map strategy may enhance L2 learners’ reading 

comprehension. However, the online learning processes of Cmap (concept map) should be 

observed, and the learners’ behavior and language use should be noticed and analyzed through 

learning analytics to improve reading proficiency” (Kalyanasundaram,2017, p13). 

As for the interactive teaching mode based on mind mapping in the reading class, some 

researches have been done. Guo (2017) mentioned starting from the basic concept of the 

“guidance-learning-interaction” teaching mode, the evaluation of the teaching classroom is 
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studied from the perspectives of teaching resources, teaching evaluation mechanism and teaching 

effects, it describes how to effectively reflect the joint participation of teachers and students of 

the “guidance learning-interaction” in the activities of teachers and students, and it uses guidance 

to promote learning. Outline guidance, cooperative interaction, guided induction and outreach 

training.  

When can Mind Mapping methods be Used in Teaching? 

In China, College English courses consists of reading, writing and translation modules, 

with an emphasis on reading. How to design a lesson plan according to the overall structure of 

the unit has become a major consideration among College English teachers. According to Guo 

(2017), the teaching goal of mind mapping based teaching is formed in the whole teaching 

process, not just the in-class teaching session (Guo,2017). Activities are supposed to be designed 

before the class, in class and after class. What’s more, the teaching goal is also changeable and 

dynamic in the teaching process. Each activity related to mind mapping must have a clear 

purpose, relevance to the theme and can be discussed and reflected, in order to achieve the 

purpose of improving reading efficiency, information acquisition and processing ability. 

Cooperative and interactive activities based on mind mapping are necessary in each class 

session. 

Why should mind mapping get involved in course design even before the class. Ceng 

(2011) analyzed that mind mapping, as a cognitive tool, not only guides the process of thought, 

also records the process of thought, it carries the clear visual expression, as well as build the 

individual knowledge network that is conducive to information at the individual level. So, it is 

significant to make students think about the theme of a unit and draw a mind map about it before 
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they come to the class. Reading is not only an activity concerning language, but also an activity 

about thinking. It is a process in which readers use their background knowledge, language skills 

and thinking ability to actively communicate with the author through the textual medium and 

carry out meaningful creative construction around the theme of the article. In the reading class, 

interactive mode of the reading guidance, applying mind mapping to the teaching of college 

English reading. 

How can Mind Mapping methods be Used in Teaching? 

Ceng (2011) conducted an empirical study in a university in Guizhou Province, China. 

She tried to find out how to apply mind mapping into college English class. In experimental 

class, she and a group of teachers taught the college English class using mind mapping as a 

primary tool, they encouraged students to express and communicate their understanding of 

reading materials with mind mapping before the class, in the class and after class. After the 

experiential teaching of a whole semester, 18 weeks, students of the experimental class were 

tested to have improved and enriched their understanding and grasp of reading materials by 

drawing of multiple mind maps and their cooperative negotiation on mind mapping skills. On the 

other hand, the control class is guided by the traditional information processing mode, with the 

teacher's explanation as the main way and the teaching of language. They didn’t demonstrate 

clear evidence of progress in their reading comprehension skills. Ceng (2011) has come to a 

conclusion that mind mapping has provided significant influence in assisting students reading 

before the class, in the class and after class with the support of empirical data.  

Wang (2010) carried out a study with two classes of Liaoning University of Petroleum 

and Chemical Technology, with a participant of 50 students, using mind mapping in the reading 
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class. By conducting quantitative and qualitative methods, she concluded that the experimental 

group has significant advantage in using mind mapping over the control group which used 

traditional teaching method in English reading. The results showed that using mind map for 

English reading teaching and learning can stimulate students' interest in English learning.  

From the above studies, the application of mind mapping can give effective support to the 

teaching and reading skills of the students, specifically in college English class in universities of 

China. How to use mind mapping effectively is a research question that should be approached 

before, in and after a College English class. The teaching objectives of a typical College English 

unit are as follows: students are able to grasp the main idea and structure of the text, understand 

vocabulary and sentence structures, use oral and written expressions related to the theme as well 

as evaluate peer and group performance. According to the objectives of a certain unit, the 

following three stages of teaching and planning should be taken into account:  

Pre-class Activities 

Needs analysis should be conducted by the teacher weeks before the class session.  

According to Tian and Hu (2018), the needs of students and the characteristics of mind mapping 

based teaching mode, pre-class activities take a very large proportion in the class.  

Ceng (2011) conducted various kinds of group activities related to mind mapping. “The 

activities are assigned to the students before the class, for example, teachers ask the students to 

draw mind maps indicating the theme of the unit, illustrating the text structure and conveying the 

grammatical structure of topic sentence, etc.” (Ceng,2011, p16).  Taking the very first mind 

mapping indicating the theme of the unit as an example, before the class session, teacher give 

three key words related to the theme of the unit to the students, then in their groups, students are 
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expected to discuss about the theme and draw a mind map starting from these key words. A very 

significant part of this activity is that this group of students are assigned to explain their mind 

maps and get ready to respond to the questions from other groups.   

In-class Activities 

     Liu (2010) suggests that during the class, especially in text reading session, teachers 

should focus on how to design in-class activities based on mind mapping. First of all, the 

teaching purpose of a reading course is that students are able to grasp the main idea and structure 

of the reading texts and cultivate students' ability to improve reading comprehension efficiency 

by using reading skills. Therefore, the design of activities in reading includes the following 

procedures: 

1.Guiding the drawing of mind mapping indicating the theme and structure of the 

unit. Different questions need to be designed according to the content of a certain text. In order 

to guide the students to grasp the main structure of the article, questions will help students get an 

overall understanding of the article and find out the topic sentence or theme words of the article. 

Then students are expected to draw mind maps starting from the topic words or topic sentences. 

By demonstrating the starting point and its first branch on slides or blackboard, teachers can 

guide the students to draw mind map in more detailed branches. 

2. Organizing group discussion. Teachers may divide the students into groups 

according to the number of the paragraphs. Each group is responsible for discussing the key 

points and main ideas of the assigned paragraphs, and the final results will be reflected in the 

mind map of each group. Then the teacher organizes the follow-up discussion on the rationality 

of mind map branch structure. Whether the students think it is reasonable or not, they should 
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invite representatives to illustrate their opinions. After the discussion, the teacher will show the 

mind map approved by the students on the slide. If there are still unreasonable parts, the teacher 

should guide the students to think through further questions, and finally get the mind map of the 

structure of the article that is most accepted. 

3. Leading detailed reading and analysis of long sentences with mind mapping. After 

understanding the main structure of the text, the next step is to analyze and teach the 

grammatical points of the text. Teachers should ensure that students can master the key points 

and language details in the reading materials through reasonable teaching design. Teachers can 

pick out long, difficult sentences that involve key vocabulary, grammar, and sentence structure. 

For the key vocabulary, students are required to find out other words in the word family, such as: 

words of similar spelling, words of similar sounds, synonym, antonym; Of course, these words 

can be displayed through mind maps, which can help students expand their vocabulary. As for 

the grammatical phenomenon reflected in this sentence, teachers can also use mind map to 

induce it. The subject can be used as the origin of mind map drawing, and the next step can be 

drawn according to the development of sentence structure. In this process, teachers can adopt 

heuristic teaching, using questions and discussions as tools to guide students to complete the 

mind map step by step. When students complete the mind map by answering questions and group 

discussions, they can greatly improve their sense of achievement and self-confidence, and their 

interest in English reading is also enhanced. 

After-class Activities 

Wang and Chen (2018) offer some thoughts on the use of mind mapping after class, 

which can help students review and evaluate the focus of the text. Teachers design teaching 
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activities based on mind mapping to guide students to a revision of the. whole unit. For example, 

show a mind map that demonstrates the structure of the text, then ask the students to retell the 

main idea of the text without referring to the book. 

A very important task for the teachers is that they need to reflect what goals have been 

achieved and how is the outcome of the class. By reviewing the mind maps the teachers have 

made before and in class, so that the mind maps of texts could be improved step by step. It is 

beneficial to enhance the whole teaching activity. 

For students, mind mapping is used as an instrument of learning and reviewing. After 

class, with the aid of mind maps students could rethink and review teaching contents and 

language focuses, and communicate with each other to improve their reading. 

Students can also use mind mapping in off-class reading. By using mind mapping, they 

can demonstrate their opinions and exchange with other students. Mind mapping helps to 

improve the cognitive level of the students.  

Summary 

To sum up, based on the empirical studies, it is concluded that using mind mapping can 

change the traditional mode of reading class, specifically the “teacher-centered” teaching mode. 

With the visual chart assisting reading comprehension, the activities based on mind mapping can 

be conducted before, during and after reading class. The teaching design combined with mind 

mapping can improve the classroom atmosphere and the initiative and positiveness of the 

students, which in return can help students better grasp the main content of the article and 

improve their reading comprehension efficiency to a considerable extent. furthermore, the use of 
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mind mapping can help students understand long and difficult sentences in a more vivid way. In 

a word, the teaching of college English reading with mind mapping is a relatively new teaching 

mode for teaching design and teaching methods, which is worth further exploration. 
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Chapter III Conclusions and Recommendations 

This paper aims to find out when and how to use mind mapping in the College English 

reading class in China through the library research. This chapter tries to conclude the research 

into three aspects to offer some suggestions for the College English teachers in terms of using 

mind mapping methods. It has been supported that using mind mapping can change the teaching 

efficiency of reading class as well as help students better grasp the main idea of reading texts and 

improve their reading comprehension to a considerable extent.  

Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from studies in the library research. First and 

foremost, it is advisable to use mind mapping methods not only in the class, but also before and 

after class. Activities based on mind mapping are supposed to be designed before the class, in 

class and after class.      

Secondly, using mind mapping that activate independent thinking on the theme, text 

structure, long and complicated sentences can be helpful. The students can make predictions 

regarding the theme and draw mind mapping on their own before reading, which can help them 

read the text in more detailed manner. Analyzing long and complicated sentences by mind 

mapping helps both teachers and students. Students are able to understand long and difficult 

sentences in a more vivid way, drag the amount of vocabulary and consolidate the understanding 

of important grammar points.  

Last but not the least, cooperative learning and immediate reflect on teaching and 

learning can be achieved by the use of mind mapping. The creation of mind mapping involves 
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interaction between teachers and students as well as discussion among students，so group 

activities based on mind mapping are necessary to be introduced before, in and after class.  

To conclude, the mind mapping-based teaching of college English reading before, in and 

after class is beneficial for teachers and students and is worth further exploration. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

The empirical studies reviewed in this paper have multiple limitations. First of all, all 

empirical studies chosen are carried out in College English classrooms among non-English 

majors in China. Researches conducted in other class and among English majors have not been 

reviewed.  

Secondly, in the empirical studies reviewed, the effectiveness of mind mapping in 

English reading should be tested in other levels such as primary school or middle school. In the 

future research, mind mapping in English reading should be tested in many other levels in 

different schools, with much larger samples and cover longer time period.  

Furthermore, if possible, the library research is encouraged to cover studies testing 

between different genders so as to get more data to reveal the inner principles of the process of 

knowledge acquisition. 
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